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Mapping API’s: Leaflet - Layer Control

Welcome to the Essential ArcGIS Task Sheet Series. This series supplements the Iowa State University Geospatial Technology Training Program short course series. The task sheets are designed to provide quick, easy instructions for performing mapping tasks.

The code for this task sheet (layerControlLeaflet.html) and previous task sheets can be found on the ISU Geospatial Technology Program GitHub page at https://github.com/ISUEOGTP/GISTaskSheets. This task sheet demonstrates how to manage map layers with Leaflet to allow users to toggle map data on and off and switch between basemaps. You will be building a fictitious weather alert map that provides a weather radar layer, sites of interest and alerts.

1. Introduction

a. First, start with a basic leaflet map setup. Reference the task sheet: Mapping API’s: Leaflet - Getting Started PM2082-14r to learn how to get this set up, or get the starter code from our GitHub page at https://github.com/ISUEOGTP/GISTaskSheets/blob/master/Leaflet-Tutorials/helloLeaflet.htm.

2. Add Basemap Layers

a. Start by using the basic leaflet setup to display a map and adjust the zoom and map center as desired.

b. This map will have two basemap options that the user can toggle between. The first is an OpenStreetMap layer, this layer is already provided in the start up code. Add var OSM = L.tileLayer(). Each basemap layer needs a variable name in order for it to be differentiated from and used by Leaflet’s layer control feature.

c. Next, set var MapQuestOpen_Aerial equal to the Mapquest tiles URL, attribution, and subdomains shown to the right.

3. Add WMS Radar Layer

a. The radar layer is a web map service (WMS) and is produced by the Iowa Environmental Mesonet (IEM) at Iowa State University. To add this layer, set var nexrad = new L.tileLayer.wms and include properties shown below.

```javascript
var nexrad = new L.tileLayer.wms("http://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/cgi-bin/wms/nexrad/n0r.cgi", {
  layers: 'nexrad-n0r',
  format: 'image/png'
  transparent: true,
  attribution: "Weather data &copy; 2015 IEM Nexrad"
});
```

```javascript
var nexrad = new L.tileLayer.wms("http://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/cgi-bin/wms/nexrad/n0r.cgi", {
  layers: 'nexrad-n0r',
  format: 'image/png'
  transparent: true,
  attribution: "Weather data &copy; 2015 IEM Nexrad"
});
```

```javascript
var nexrad = new L.tileLayer.wms("http://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/cgi-bin/wms/nexrad/n0r.cgi", {
  layers: 'nexrad-n0r',
  format: 'image/png'
  transparent: true,
  attribution: "Weather data &copy; 2015 IEM Nexrad"
});
```

```javascript
var nexrad = new L.tileLayer.wms("http://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/cgi-bin/wms/nexrad/n0r.cgi", {
  layers: 'nexrad-n0r',
  format: 'image/png'
  transparent: true,
  attribution: "Weather data &copy; 2015 IEM Nexrad"
});
```

```javascript
var MapQuestOpen_Aerial = L.tileLayer('http://oatile{s}.mqcdn.com/tiles/1.0.0/sat/{z}/{x}/{y}.jpg', {
  subdomains: '1234'
});
```
4. Add City Point Markers

a. Identify two cities of interest by adding a standard leaflet marker in the location of the city. Use the `.bindPopup()` property to display the name of the city in a pop-up window when the marker is clicked. Note: make sure to define each city with a unique variable name as shown below.

```javascript
//-------Cities
var riceLake = L.marker([45.498333, -91.738889]).bindPopup('Rice Lake, WI.);
vvar ames = L.marker([42.034722, -93.62]).bindPopup('Ames, IA');
```

5. Add Alert Areas

a. Identify two areas of high alert to display on the weather map. Define each alert area with a unique variable name, coordinates for the polygon, and options for outline color, fill color, and fill opacity.

```javascript
//Alerts
var alert1 = L.polygon([[45.825833, -91.891111],
[45.535833, -92.023333],
[45.498333, -92.638889],
[46.498333, -92.638889]],
{color: 'yellow', fillColor: 'yellow', fillOpacity: 0.6});

var alert2 = L.polygon([[45.825833, -91.891111],
[45.498333, -91.738889],
[45.535833, -92.023333]],
{color: 'red', fillColor: 'red', fillOpacity: 0.5});
```

6. Layer Group

Layers can be grouped together to allow the user to toggle on and off all cities or all alerts by creating a `L.layerGroup()` that contains an array of features.

```javascript
//feature groups
var cities = L.layerGroup([riceLake, ames]);
var alerts = L.layerGroup([alert1, alert2]);
```

7. Create the Map

a. After the layers and layer groups are created, the map can be generated. Replace the map generator from the start up code with the code to the right. The `layers` option includes a list of the layer names that will be turned on by default when the map loads.

```javascript
var map = L.map('map', {
center: new L.LatLng(44, -91),
zoom: 6,
layers: [OSM, nexrad, cities, alerts]
});
```

8. Layer Control

a. Layer control is required by leaflet to be able to toggle layers on and off. Layer control splits layers into those that are basemaps and those that are overlays. Only one basemap can be selected for display at a time. Add a variable named `baseMaps` to contain the basemap name to be displayed in the layer control window. This text is a string and should be surrounded by double quotes followed by the basemap variable name that corresponds to it. The same structure is used to define the overlay maps.

```javascript
var baseMaps = {
"OpenStreetMap": OSM,
"MapQuestOpen Aerial": MapQuestOpen_Aerial
};
var overlayMaps = {
"Cities": cities,
"Alerts": alerts,
"Radar": nexrad
};
```

b. Once the base and overlay layers are defined, `L.control.layers()` is used to add them to Leaflets built in layer control.

```javascript
L.control.layers(baseMaps,overlayMaps).addTo(map);
```
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